The International Test and Evaluation Association (ITEA) is dedicated to improving the principles of test and evaluation. ITEA’s heritage is built upon the commitment of each member to uncompromised professionalism and pursuit of the highest standards of business and personal conduct. The Code of Ethics sets forth the ethical principles to be observed by members of the Association. Any ITEA Member who violates any provision of the Code of Ethics will be subject to disciplinary action by a peer review panel, which may result in suspension or revocation of their ITEA membership. ITEA Members shall, in their professional activities, sustain and advance the integrity and honor of the practice of test and evaluation by adherence to this Code of Ethics as expressed in the following articles:

- We accept assignments that we are qualified to perform, and perform at a high level of professional competence. We present our personal qualifications and those of the organizations we represent in an accurate and complete manner so that both our capabilities and our limitations are readily apparent.
- We use our affiliations with ITEA and other professional associations for purposes in consonance with the stated purposes of each association. We are careful not to inaccurately imply unintended endorsement of our personal actions or opinions by those associations.
- We strive to reflect personal and professional integrity of our work in test and evaluation.
- We avoid situations that are a conflict of interest. If a situation could give the appearance of conflict of interest, we avoid it if practical; as a minimum, we provide full disclosure of those apparent conflicts to potentially affected parties.
- We place a premium on the safety of people and property during test and evaluation. We accurately present adverse conditions and expected consequences, even if such concerns have been waived or are expected to be waived.
- We ensure that our work in test and evaluation is reported accurately, including the methods of analysis, limitations of scope, references to other work, and conclusions drawn. We attempt to maintain the highest standards of science and engineering in test and evaluation.
- In publishing the results of our test and evaluation work, we give due and accurate credit to those who have contributed to that work.
- We accept a responsibility to call attention to possible unethical behavior, in a manner appropriate to the situation. We willingly participate in investigations into unethical behavior as concerned members of the test and evaluation community, striving to maintain the highest standards of professionalism.
- We work to the mutual benefit of ITEA and the test and evaluation community by openly exchanging information and sharing the lessons of study and experience with fellow professionals.

I understand that violating the ITEA Code of Ethics could lead to suspension or revocation of my ITEA membership. I also understand that if my membership lapses, expires, or is revoked for any reason, I will no longer be authorized to use the “ITEA Member” designation.

Signature: ____________________________________________ Date: ___________________

Please Print Name: ____________________________________________
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